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SU
UMMARY
Following th
he efforts by both
b
ICAO an
nd the aviatio
on industry too identify wayys in which gllobal aircraft tracking
can be imprroved, airlinees continue to
t advocate a performancce-based apprroach that coonsiders the roles of
airlines, ANSPs, governm
ments, servicee providers, manufacturers
m
, and any othher key stakehholder associaated with
the provision
n of aircraft tracking.
t
The airline indusstry believes tthat given thee complexitiees associated with the
issue of glob
bal aircraft traacking that in
nformation deerived from ooperational exxperience woould provide tthe basis
for effective and efficientt ICAO provissions and thatt additional asssessment byy all key stakeeholders is neeeded.
Action: The conference is invited to:
a) agreee that addition
nal technical,, operational, and proceduural assessmennt on aircraftt tracking neeeds to be
undeertaken and th
hat a reasonab
ble trial phasee to conduct th
this assessmennt needs to bee established;
b) agreee that there are
a multiple ways
w
in which
h aircraft traccking can bee provided annd that a perfformance
based
d approach must
m be consid
dered;
c) agreee that in ordeer to develop an effective and
a sustainabble global fligght tracking ccapability airllines, air
navig
gation servicee providers, States, service providers, annd manufactuurers need to w
work togetherr; and
d) note the intent of the
t airline ind
dustry to conttribute to the aaforementionned trial phasee.

1.

IN
NTRODUCT
TION

1.1
Follow
wing the disappearance
d
e of Malayysia Airlines Flight M
MH370, andd the
Multi-discciplinary Meeeting on Glob
bal Flight Tracking held aat ICAO Heaadquarters onn May 12-13 2014,
the industtry establisheed an Aircrafft Tracking Task
T
Force (A
ATTF). The objective of the ATTF w
was to
identify near
n
term optiions to enhan
nce global airrcraft trackingg. As a resullt of its deliberations the A
ATTF
developed
d a report wh
hich containss performancee criteria andd recommenddations to proovide guidancce for
routine aircraft trackin
ng implementaation or enhaancement. Thhe ATTF Repport was subm
mitted to ICA
AO on
Decemberr 8 2014.
In parrallel with th
1.2
he developm
ment of the A
ATTF reportt, ICAO prooduced the G
Global
S
(GAD
DSS) docum
ment to address a series oof shortcominngs in
Aeronautiical Distress and Safety System
(3 pages)
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aircraft incident emergency management. GADSS describes the concept of operation from early
identification of an abnormal situation through the coordination of resources across all concerned
organizations such as States, air navigation service provider (ANSP), airlines, search and rescue (SAR),
and accident investigation.

2.

DISCUSSION

2.1
This working paper addresses some of the critical aspects that need to be considered by
both governments and industry when developing provisions for enhanced global aircraft tracking.
2.2
Given a culture of continuous safety improvement the industry came together voluntarily
to determine what options exist to enable enhancements to global aircraft tracking.
2.3
Aircraft tracking is one of several ways to locate an aircraft and there are multiple ways
to provide aircraft tracking capabilities.
2.4
The performance criteria described in the ATTF Report were designed to be achievable
in the near-term using current technologies, existing equipage, and established procedures. They may not
constitute an ideal long-term solution.
2.5
The ATTF Report highlights that there are numerous capabilities available today to
enable aircraft tracking and that entities seeking to implement or improve aircraft tracking capabilities do
so using a performance-based approach.
2.6
Both the ATTF Report and the GADSS document recommend that operational
experience be gained which could, in turn, be used in the development of ICAO provisions on global
aircraft tracking.
2.7
Recent incidents have underscored the urgency to implement some of the
recommendations contained in the ATTF Report as quickly as possible. These include the need for:
a) better delineation of responsibilities among Air Traffic Service Units, aircraft
operators, and Rescue Coordination Centrs;
b) established communications protocols between these entities;
c) adjustments to provide shorter time reaction when in an emergency situation; and
d) periodic exercises.

3.

CONCLUSION

3.1
Redundant aircraft tracking solutions are inefficient and will limit practical
implementation.
3.2
The airline industry, ANSPs, governments, and other key stakeholders must work
together to collect specific information derived from operational experience in order to develop
achievable and sustainable aircraft tracking provisions. The airline industry is committed to supporting
this approach and to ensuring that any provisions that come as a result of this further assessment are
performance based.
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3.3
Additional technical, operational, and procedural assessment on aircraft tracking needs to
be undertaken and a reasonable trial phase to conduct this assessment needs to be established.

— END —

